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Assignment 4

1) In which folk art tradition, we find a representation of contemporary subject like Tussars?
- Paint art
- Madhubani painting
- Bengal Pata painting
- Rajasthani Pith painting

No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answer: Bengal Pata painting

2) Who among these artists belong to Baroda Narrative School?
- V. S. Gaitonde
- Abul Fidaan
- Ghulam Mohammed Sheikh
- F. R. Naye

No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answer: Ghulam Mohammed Sheikh

3) Who is the artist who works with stainless-steel sculpture?
- Anish Kapoor
- Ravinder Shyam
- Nizam Bano
- Subodh Gupta

No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answer: Subodh Gupta

4) Matisse Nakaia is now well known primarily as?
- Oil painter
- Ceramic artist
- Multi-media artist
- Terracotta artist

No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answer: Multi-media artist

5) Installation art in contemporary art is fundamentally characterized by?
- Religioso content of the artwork
- Non-permanent site of the artwork
- Pure medium of the artwork
- Political content of the artwork

No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answer: Non-permanent site of the artwork

6) Who is the famous performance artist?
- Jitish Kalsar
- Bibi Noori
- Rahat Chopra
- Adil Elidiva

No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answer: Rahat Chopra

7) Who uses photography and performance together in the work?
- Bharat Thaw
- N. Pujapamula
- Anish Kapoor
- Anji Singh

No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answer: Bharat Thaw

8) Who used trash in his artwork?
- Vikram Sundaram
- Subodh Gupta
- L.H. Talor
- S.V. Seshan

No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answer: Vikram Sundaram

9) Who used Chola bronze sculpture as reference in his sculpture?
- L.H. Talor
- Basu Pathak
- Girg Sarm
- G. Rainder Roddy

No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answer: L.H. Talor

10) Who uses plants, leaves and insects in her work?
- Kalpana Malani
- Rita Kalat
- Anita Dube
- Jayaprada Chithrakary

No. the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answer: Jayaprada Chithrakary